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ABSTRACT
A black-figurehydria attributedto the Alkmene Painter resurfacedafter a
century out of sight. Reassessmentof the hydrialeads to a modified attribution and revisedideas about black-figurepaintersworkingin Athens during
the late sixth centuryB.c.Style, novel compositions, andthe syntacticalpractice of repeatingfiguresacrossfieldsto createnarrativeconnectionsand paradigmatic relationshipsreveal artisticinnovation. Iconographicand inscriptional evidenceconfirmsthe use ofhydriasin elite convivialevents.The choice
of black-figureto reflectPeisistratidfountain-house constructionsuggests a
conservativeelite sensibility at the time that the Kleisthenic reformswere
beginning to take shape.
In the last third of the sixth century B.c. in Athens, potters and painters
produced a large number of hydrias,vases for collecting and carryingwater, the majority decorated in the black-figure technique.' J. D. Beazley
attributed most of these hydrias to two large workshops, the Antimenes
Painter and his circle and the Leagros Group.2John Boardman'sis a typical characterization of the hydria painters when he says the Antimenes
Painter is "little influenced by [red-figure]" and is a "reliableconservative";3the painter may draw on a wide range of subject matter, but very
little is his own inspiration or invention. This assessment extends to members of the painter's circle. The Leagros Group fares slightly better in
1. I would like to thankJenifer
Neils for reintroducingme to the
Reading hydriaand for encouraging
me to take up its study.Thanks also
to the Director and CEO of the
Reading PublicMuseum, Richard
Roth, for permissionto publish the
vase, and to O. ChristopherMiller
and DeborahWinkler, staff members
at the museumwho have been extremelyhelpfulwith this and other

projects.I am very gratefulfor the
comments of the anonymousHesperia
reviewers,which playeda substantial
role in the shape of the final version of
this article.Special thanksgo to Judith
Chien for her enthusiasticediting and
collegiality.
Thanks are also owed to the following for permissionto reproduce
photographs:Trusteesof the British
Museum;AshmoleanMuseum,

Oxford;Lund University;Staatliche
Antikensammlungund Glyptothek,
Munich; Victoriaand Albert Museum; Antikensammlung,Staatliche
Museen zu Berlin, PreussischerKulturbesitz;Martin von WagnerMuseum, Universitit Wiirzburg;and Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge.
2.ABV266-291 and 354-391.
3. Boardman1974, p. 109.
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Figure1. Reading30.301.1. Drawing

from Gerhard1840-1858, vol. 2, pl. 94;
photo M. Mauzy

Boardman'sestimation: there are some new subjects, new compositions of
old subjects, and new points of interest in old standards;nevertheless, he
describes the Leagran novelty as "adifferent, though parallel tradition"to
red-figure innovations, despite some instances of sharingbetween the Leagros Group and certain bilingual painters.4According to this profile, the
black-figure hydria painters are traditional in style and mainly isolated
from the trendsetters of the time.
The historical picture for this period in Athens is one of political excitement and dramaticchange;the sons of the tyrantPeisistratosarepowerful, influencing the arts and constructing new buildings. One son is assassinated,and ultimatelya seriesof reformsby Kleisthenesinstitutes profound
and enduring change in the political role of the Athenian elites. Given
that the burst of production in Athenian black-figure hydrias appears to
coincide with a great Peisistratid architecturaleffort, a new fountain house
in the Athenian Agora, it is puzzling to think that the hydria painters, on
the one hand so responsive to a new element on the visual landscape, are
out of the artistic mainstream and somewhat conservative.

4. Boardman1974, p. 111.
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The recent rediscovery of an unusual black-figure hydria (Figs. 1-4)
attributedto a member of the circle of the Antimenes Painter,the Alkmene
Painter, provides us with an occasion to look again at the apparentlyincongruous cause-and-effect relationship between an architectural event
and a ceramic backwater.So doing opens up a valuable reconsiderationof
the interconnected roles of black- and red-figure artists in the Athenian
iconographic, stylistic, and technical revolution during the last third of the
sixth century B.C. Moreover,this second look prompts us to consider again
the indirect role of Athenian political and cultural leaders in this revolution. One group of black-figure hydria painters is exposed as players responding to external events in an energetic artistic milieu, rather than reflectors of--or simply outside of-trends set by red-figure counterparts.
In addition, this second debut for the Alkmene Painter'shydria answers
the invitation extended by the recently constituted Museums and Exhibitions Committee of the Archaeological Institute of America: to exploit
fully the potential for rediscoveries of material legally obtained but languishing forgotten in the back corners of museum collections.5
In this articleI first present the rediscoveredhydriaand assess its attribution and artistic interconnections. I then place this hydria and others
like it within the social and political context of late-sixth-century Athens.

THE HYDRIAS IN READING AND LONDON
In the mid-19th century,an Attic black-figure hydriawas on the art market in Rome and appeared in Gerhard'sAuserlesenegriechischeVasenbilder
(Fig. 1).6 In May of 1930, the hydria arrivedin Philadelphia via the S.S.
London Citizen. Edwin A. Quier had purchasedit from Sydney Burney's
gallery at 13 St. James Place in London, and he gave it immediately to the
Reading Public Museum in Reading, Pennsylvania.7Although the documents that accompanied the hydriaidentify it as "London 1519.69," it was
not demonstrably ever part of a major museum collection there.8We do
not know where the hydria was between its moment on the art market in
the 19th century and 1930.
Scholars have occasionally cited the hydria from the drawing in Gerhard'spublication. On the basis of that drawing,for example,J. D. Beazley
attributedthe hydriato the Alkmene Painter,one of the artistsworking in
the wider circle of the Antimenes Painter around 530-510 B.c.9Although
it is listed in ABV and Paralipomena,the vase remained out of circulation
5. Another answerto this call was
the colloquiumentitled"Research,
Repatriation,and Loans:Museums in
2002,"held in Philadelphiaat the
103rdAnnual Meeting of the Archaeological Institute of America. See
Steiner2002a.
6. Gerhard1840-1858, vol. 2,
94.
Gerhard'scommentaryis as folpl.
lows:"Der nemeische L6we; archai-

sche Hydrien im r6mischenKunsthandel gezeichnet."
7. Reading30.301.1. H. 0.40 m.
8. In a messageof January29, 2002,
Paul Robertsof the British Museum
informedme that the vase has never
been part of their collections;similarly,
Robin Hildyardof the South Kensington (Victoria and Albert) Museum
wrote on February27, 2002, that while

the number,with four digits separated
by a period from two more, does conform to those used to inventorythe
Victoria and Albert Museum'scollections, this particularnumberdoes not
appearin their records:"I can saypositively that your mysterypot was never
in the Victoria and Albert Collections."
9. ABV282, no. 1; BeazleyAddenda2
74; Brommer1973, p. 128, no. 23.
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with its whereabouts unknown to scholars until the mid-1990s. At that
time, the museum in Reading was reorganized under the direction of a
privateboard of directors, and the ensuing publicity brought the collection
of antiquities out of obscurity.10
The only other piece attributed to the Alkmene Painter by Beazley is
a very similar hydria in the British Museum (London B 301; see below,
Figs. 5, 6).1 This hydria also apparentlycame through Italy, as its original
publication by Micali would suggest. The Princess di Canino sold it to the
British Museum in 1843.12 Beazley observed that the two hydrias have a
great deal in common, both stylistically and iconographically;a consideration of each in turn will lead to an evaluation of Beazley's attribution.
THE READING HYDRIA
The rarenessof the composition of the main scene on the Reading hydria
caught the attention of scholarswho saw it in Gerhard'sdrawing, and it is
indeed unusual (Figs. 2-4). Herakles, wearing a himation tied around his
waist, sash-style, has thrown the Nemean lion over on its back, where it
lies protesting, with rear legs kicking uselessly. As Herakles grasps the
throat of the lion with his left hand, he steps on its left shoulder with his
left foot and preparesto strike the beast's belly with the club he holds in
his right hand. The lion appears to choke as a result of the hero's neckhold, and his front paws flail the air.
The observersto the match are less unusual than the positions of hero
and lion. At the right, Athena walks right, away from the struggle, but
looks back over her shoulder. She wears her aegis over her peplos, and she
carriesher spear in her left hand and extends her right hand, holding her
high-crested Attic helmet back in the direction of the hero and lion. A
quiver and bow hang at the left, above Herakles, and a sword in a scabbard
hangs to the right. A draped female figure stands to left, holding a staff
topped by a floral ornament in her right hand and gesturing, with left
elbow bent and fingers spread,toward the struggle.
The identity of this female figure is uncertain. In several cases, a female figure joins Athena, Hermes, and Iolaos in various combinations
observing Herakles wrestle with the lion, and she is tentatively identified
as the eponymous nymph, Nemea.13 Her name is never inscribed, however, and "Nemea"is only a guess for a figure who has no attributes that
10. Karlsson1980, p. 45, fig. 23;
Burow 1989, p. 67, n. 465, and p. 121,
where it is listed as a neck amphora.
For publicationsof other vases from
Reading,see Neils 1997 and 2002.
Photographyof the vase is courtesy
of H. Fred Schroch,of the University
Museum of the Universityof Pennsylvania.
11. London 1843.11-3.73 (B 301).
H. 0.405 m, from Vulci,ABV282,

no. 2; Paralipomena124; BeazleyAddenda274; Micali 1849, pl. 89; Gerhard
1840, pl. C:6; CVABritish Museum 6
[Great Britain 8], pls. 74:2, 75:2;EIAA
I, p. 200; Richter 1966, p. 2, fig. 314;
LIMC I, 1981, p. 415, s.v.Alkmene
(A. Trendall);LIMC IV, 1988, p. 817,
no. 1489, s.v.Herakles(J. Boardman);
Carpenter1986, p. 112 and pl. 31.
BeazleyAddenda274 mistakenlylists
Watrous1982, pl. 21, fig. 10, as a pub-

lication of this hydria,but London
B 310 is actuallyshown in pl. 21,
fig. 20. Wolf (1993, p. 197, no. SF 6)
lists everypublicationin which the
vase is mentioned.
12. Paul Roberts (pers.comm.,
January29, 2002).
13. LIMC VI, 1992, p. 732, nos. 26, s.v.Nemea (H. Fracchia),all dating
to 540-520 B.c.
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Figure2. Reading30.301.1. Courtesy
ReadingPublicMuseum;photoH. F.
Schroch

14. The identity of such female
figureswho have no specific attributes
is alwaysambiguous,and accordingly,
scholarsdo not necessarilyagreethat an
anonymousfemale is or is not Nemea.
For instance,in the LIMC entry on
Herakles and the lion (LIMC V, 1981,
p. 32, nos. 1853, 1858, 1860, s.v. Herakles [W. Felten]), differentexamples
are cited as representingNemea than
are found in the "Nemea"entry LIMC
VI, 1992, p. 732 (no. 3 = Herakles
no. 1797, no. 4 = Heraklesno. 1795,
no. 6 = Heraklesno. 1900), s.v.Nemea
(H. Fracchia).
15. See, e.g., LIMC I, 1981, p. 554,
nos. 8-11, s.v.Alkmene (A. D. Trendall).

would otherwise identify her.14Another potential identity for a female figure who watches Herakles is his mother, Alkmene, who is labeled on the
London hydria by the Alkmene Painter. Since there is no label on the
Reading hydria, however, the figure'sidentity must remain uncertain."sIn
sum, what we see in the main scene of the hydria is a relatively common
frame, two observers,with a novel central group of hero and beast.
The shoulderscene (Fig. 3) is more conventional.Athena appearsagain,
here in armed combat with a giant. She runs right, with a very wide stride
and the left leg off the ground, and grasps the crest of her adversary's
helmet with her left hand. She holds her spear aloft, point down toward
the ground, in her right hand. Here the goddess wears her high-crested
helmet, and a himation replaces her aegis over the peplos. The giant, significantly shorter than the goddess, runs right with an exceptionally wide
stride and looks back over his shoulder at Athena. He wears a Corinthian
helmet, cuirass,baldric, and greaves;he carriesa round shield, extended on
his right shoulder and arm, and holds a spear horizontally in his left hand.
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Figure3 (opposite,
top).Reading
30.301.1.The shouldersceneof
Athenain combatwith a giantrelies
on a commoncomposition.
CourtesyReadingPublicMuseum;
photoH. F. Schroch

bottom).Reading
Figure4 (opposite,
30.301.1.The mainscenepreserves
a uniquecompositionof Herakles
and the lion. CourtesyReadingPublic
Museum;photoH. E Schroch
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The central combat group is framed identically on each side by a quadriga
driven at a very fast pace by a charioteer.An armed figurewith Corinthian
helmet, cuirass, and greaves, and holding a spear and round shield, runs
with a verywide stridebehind each chariot.Although the figures of Athena
on the shoulder and belly wear different clothing, the stride and arm position of the former are echoed by those of Herakles, placed directly under
the goddess, in the belly scene. The predella depicts two grazing goats,
facing inward,flanking a panther who stands to the right as he looks out at
the viewer. A palmette appears at each border of the field.
THE LONDON

16. LIMC I, 1981, p. 554, nos. 8-11,
s.v.Alkmene (A. D. Trendall)are
scenes of the infant Heraklesstrangling
the snakes,and a female figureis identified as Alkmene by context and not
by inscription.
17. Marwitz 1961-1963, p. 78.
Felten (LIMC V, 1981, p. 23, s.v.Herakles) describesthis as variantc.(i) of the
recumbentfight, based on the clasped
hands of Herakles.Parallelsinclude
no. 1851, the Andokides Painter's
amphorain Basel, discussedbelow.

HYDRIAS

HYDRIA

The London hydria also concerns Herakles, Athena, and the Nemean lion
adventure;it is replete with elaborate detail, including labels (Figs. 5, 6).
The main scene on the belly shows Herakles reclining as monoposiast on
a fancy klinewith decorated mattress and pillow (Fig. 6). He wears a fillet
in his hair and has a richly colored and embroidered himation wrapped
around his waist. To the right stand Athena and Hermes; Athena wears
her high-crested Attic helmet, a colorful and embroideredpeplos, and her
aegis. She holds with both hands a wreath or another fillet out to Herakles.
Hermes stands behind Athena at the far right of the scene, and he wears
petasos,chlamys,and winged shoes, and carrieshis kerykeion.At the foot of
Herakles' kline is Alkmene. Her himation is pulled up over her head, and
covers much of her peplos, which is decorated with a dotted lozenge. Her
jewelry includes earring,necklace, and bracelet. Both arms are bent at the
elbow and gesture with extended fingers toward Herakles. A table alongside the kline holds food-meat and bread-and a kantharos.The props
that appearin the field make it clearthat Herakles is resting from fighting:
his quiver and bow lean against the small table, his club leans against the
far side of the kline, and his sword and scabbardhang above, in the field.
Most striking is his lionskin, hanging above the foot of his couch, with a
dramatic top view of the head and muzzle, flame-patterned mane, and
stippled skin.
Scholars have noted severalunusual aspects of this scene, but the label
identifying Alkmene, Herakles'mortal mother, is its most striking feature.
Indeed, this is the only example on any preservedvase where Alkmene is
labeled.16 The prominence of the lionskin and the elaboratedecoration on
the kline, although they are not unique, are two other special features of
the scene as rendered here.
The shoulder scene depicts Herakles in the midst of wrestling with the
lion (Fig. 5). He leans over to the right, prone, in a scheme named by Marwitz the Wippschema
(see below), in which the hero at left pushes from his
feet, choking the lion in a neck-hold."7The lion's mouth is stretched wide
open, a response to being choked. His left hind foot is set firmly against the
hero'shead. The dramaticmane, the shagginess of which extends along the
lion's back and down onto his haunches, appears much as it does in the
main scene, except that there is no stippling.
At the right, Athena runs toward the center with both knees bent,
appearingalmost to kneel on her left knee. As in the main scene, she wears
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Figure5 (opposite,
top).London
B 301. Heraklesstrugglesrecumbent
with the lion, observedbyAthena
Trusteesof the
and Iolaos. Courtesy
BritishMuseum

bottom).London
Figure6 (opposite,
B 301. Heraklesas monoposiast
accompaniedby Hermes,Athena,
andAlkmene.The inscription
identifyingAlkmeneis unique.

Trusteesof theBritishMuseum
Courtesy
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a high-crested Attic helmet, striped peplos, and aegis, but all three are
decorated slightly differently in comparison to their counterpartsbelow.
She holds her spear in her left hand and gestures toward the struggle with
her right arm fully extended. Iolaos sits at the left on a block-stool, watching the fight. He wears cuirass,chitoniskos, and baldric.He holds Herakles'
club in his right hand, elbow bent at midchest level, and with his left hand
he gestures, his left arm also bent at the elbow, toward Herakles and the
lion. Baldric and scabbardand quiver,but no bow, hang in the field over
hero and beast. Once again, each figure is labeled. The names of Athena
and Herakles are spelled the same way in each case, but both in the main
field are retrogradeinscriptions in contrast to the orthograde writing on
the shoulder.The predella (Fig. 6) shows a stag hunt: two nude youths run
behind two who ride horseback;all four frame the stag.
The same subsidiaryornament appearson the two hydrias at the join
between shoulder and neck, where there is a zone of alternating red and
black tongues, and along the sides of the main panels, where there is a
double row of vertical ivy. The Reading hydria has, in addition, a line of
simple meanders running left at the junction of main field and shoulder,as
well as palmettes framing the animals on the predella. The repertory of
characterson the predella differs: on the Reading hydria, there are three
animals, two goats surroundinga panther,while on the London vase, runners and horsemen surrounda single stag.There is significant added color
on the London vase, but it is minimal on the Reading hydria."8

THE ALKMENE PAINTER

18. London hydria,red:alternate
folds of all drapery,beards,mouth of
quiver(shoulder),fillet (Alkmene,
Herakles),helmet crest (main scene);
white: female flesh, volutes on kline,
food (bread?)on table,baldric(Iolaos).
Reading hydria,red:alternatefolds of
Herakles'drapery,a few splotchesat
neck and right "sleeve"on the female
bystander,lion'smane aroundface,
Herakles'beard;white: female flesh.

Now that we can do what Beazley could not-compare photographs of
the two vases, and consider them both, at least individually,"inthe flesh"we can assess his attribution. Because there is overlap in the casts of characters and their attributes, a careful inventory of similarities is possible.
Much is indeed identical, from the hero's collarbones to the unusually
shaggy and lengthy mane of the lion to the helmet of Athena. But folds on
drapery do differ: the very prominent long verticals on the London amphora are tight squiggles, almost dashes; we see similar wavy lines on the
zigzag edges of Herakles' garment on the Reading vase, but the vertical
lines on the drapery are straight. Drapery on the London example is everywhere dotted as is the skin of the lion; the Reading example lacks these
embellishments. Bangs on corresponding charactersare different:Athena
and the female opposite her on the London hydria have undulating hairlines, but these are simple curves on their counterparts in Reading; the
London Herakles has two or three rows of rich spirals for curls, while his
Reading counterpart has one row of simple connected circles. The eye of
the London Herakles is very prominent and round with both iris and pupil detailed; the Reading hero has an almond-shaped eye with a small dot
at center for the pupil.
Herakles'attributesalso have subtle differences:the Reading quiver is
elaborate,with a distinctive cover flap that resembles a wing, and straight
diagonal stitching; the curvaceous bow is carefully tucked under straps at
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bottom and midpoint. On the London vase, stitching is curved, the cover
flap is long and narrowwithout detail, and the bow is slight and propped
against the leg of the kline ratherthan tucked into the quiver.Clubs differ:
the London example is rounded at the tip, knots are randomly placed, and
knobs have incised circles at their bases to suggest their affinity to knots.
The Reading club is a straight, thin rectangle with a precise row of knots
indicated by regularincised circles down the center, and knobs are regular
scallops with no incision and sharp points.
Overall, the two main scenes give different impressions.The London
example is rich with detail; incision is everywhere prominent. There is
much added color. The Reading example, by contrast, seems plainer, less
cluttered, and simpler, with less incision and, as noted above, almost no
added color.Two details reveal the influence of the red-figure style on the
London hydria:the ubiquitous wavy lines for vertical and diagonal drapery folds, and the long, tapering left fingers of Herakles with turned-up
tips characteristicof an early red-figure artist like the Andokides Painter.19
Do these observations of inconsistency undermine Beazley's attribution? It is worth noting that the drawing in Gerhard from which Beazley
presumablyworked has some inaccuraciesand suggests similarities to the
London example that are in fact not there. Most striking are the hairlines
of all three figures in the main scene, which appearwavier and more elaborate than they are. The knots on Herakles' club appear more natural and
irregularlyspaced-more like those on the London club-than they are.
The lines on the scabbardare drawn as straight diagonals instead of groups
of horizontal lines; the errormakes the object look more like its counterpart in London. Beazley might have reconsideredthe attribution if he had
seen the Reading vase or even photographs of it. If we were considering a
very large repertory,such as that of the Antimenes Painter himself, we
might see how these two examples fit on a continuum. The two hydrias
joined under the name of the Alkmene Painter could demonstrate two
moments in an evolution or development over time, two examples out of
many by this painter.As the lone attributions to a single painter,however,
they do not seem to have enough in common to warrantthe stylistic unity
such a designation would imply. As the discussion below demonstrates,
the last decades of the sixth century in Athens saw intense stylistic and
iconographic creativity shared between black- and red-figure painters. It
is plausible that we have here two nearly contemporaneous products of a
single close-knit corner of the Antimenean workshop, one incorporating
some traits of red-figure technique and the other very few.
When considering the subjectsand the compositions, there is another
reasonto link the two hydrias,which may have stronglyinfluenced Beazley.
The two vases are strikingly focused on Herakles and Athena. Each presents one of these two figures twice, each time in a different event with a
unique time and setting. Beyond the obvious shared topics of Herakles
and Athena, the hydrias both preserve relativelyunusual scenes of Herakles in compositions newly introduced to the repertoryof vase painters at
around the time when the vases were made. Of the two, the lion fight that
decorates the main field of the Reading hydria is certainly the more inno-

19. See, e.g., the hand of Artemis
on Berlin F 2159,ARV2 3, no. 1; Paralipomena320; and in Simon and
Hirmer 1976, pl. 85.
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vative in comparison to other contemporaneous examples, and it never
becomes a common type. Herakles as monoposiast is also relatively new
and unusual,but it is a scene-type that does appearelsewhere. Undeniably
unique among known examples is the deliberate and specific inclusion of
Alkmene in a composition with the hero.20 It is more accurateto call the
two vases the products of an "Alkmene Group," a subgroup within the
circle of the Antimenes Painter,than to attribute them to a single painter.
An explorationof the artistic,social, and political environmentthat stimulated the creation of these hydrias and their combination of innovation
with tight focus on Herakles and Athena provides further testimony for
revising the view that the Antimenean workshop was complacent.21

ICONOGRAPHY

I: HERAKLES AND THE LION

What is the wider context of the two scenes of Herakles fighting the
Nemean lion that appear on the two hydrias?After several rather static
decades from 575 to 540, the repertoryof motifs used to depict the struggle
expands in a major way in the last third of the sixth century. Earlier versions depict Herakles either crouching on one knee or standing; to these
are added at around 540 a scheme that has the broadest impact on vasepainting compositions of any motif introduced since the earliest appearance of the subjectin the Late Orientalizing period. The change, in which
both hero and beast are prone and wrestling on the ground, gives a strikingly different appearance from the standing or kneeling schemes.22In
addition to a number of minor variationsinvolving slight alterationsin the
position of Herakles'hands or the lion's paws, the appearanceof the prone
scheme is accompanied by several other experimental compositions. The
following description of this expansion is not meant to be comprehensive,
but rather to show the broad parameters of the iconographical climate
within which the Alkmene Group painter developed the scene he chose.23
The prone scheme for the lion fight appearsto have been first painted
but his version is preserved only in fragments.24Boardman
Exekias,
by
reconstructsExekias'sdepiction as follows: "[Herakles']nearleg must have
been raised well off the ground, as though he has just leapt on to the lion
or is allowing his full weight to bear down upon it, rather than settling
down to throttle it."25It is a position of balance and tension, and according
to Marwitz's analysis is best described as Wippschema,
which he identifies
as a black-figure composition in contrast to the scheme first introduced
20. LIMC I, 1981, p. 555, no. 17,
s.v.Alkmene (A. D. Trendall).
21. Verbanck-Pidrard
(1985) points
out the unusuallylarge numberof
images of Heraklesin the work of the
Antimenes Painterand the Lysippides
Painter.
22. LIMC V, 1981, nos. 1762-1850;
1851-1880, s.v.Herakles(W. Felten).

23. There are severalsummariesof
the developmentof Heraklesand the
lion in Athenian vase painting.Boardman (1974, pp. 221-222) gives a brief
overview,as does Carpenter(1991,
pp. 120-121). The most comprehensive
accountof the scheme'sdevelopment
and varietyis LIMC V, 1981, pp. 1634, s.v.Herakles(W. Felten);Gantz

(1993, pp. 383-384) gives a short
version.
24. Enserune,Abbe J. Giry; Boardman 1978, p. 14, ill. 1.
25. Boardman1978, p. 14. Boardman documentsthree other earlyappearancesof this scheme, all slightly
later than the exampleby Exekias.
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and thereafter seen more commonly in red-figure, the Knieschema,where
Herakles' knees rest on the ground line.26
Painters immediately developed variations on the basic prone types,
with three significant categories appearing in the period 520-500.27 The
variants have few distinctive features;they all involve differing placement
of Herakles' hands on the lion's neck, jaws, or paws and are fairly widespread in the repertories of several painters. The distinctions among the
examples are analogous, although not identical, to the varieties within the
broad group of standing schemes earlierin the sixth century.28Most of the
variantspersist for severaldecades. In addition, some strikingly innovative
schemes involving the position of the hero and the lion appeararound the
same time but are not widespread and do not find a permanent place in
the repertory.
The work of leading painters reflects these trends. The Andokides
Painter'srenderings of Herakles and the lion are especially instructive for
this study because he is an acknowledged innovator in both technique and
iconographywhile at the same time collaboratingwith black-figure hydria
painters.29 The compositions of the Andokides Painter reflect the trends
seen at this moment, including the orthodox renderings of the still-new
recumbent scheme together with at least one that is both surprising and
unique, in which neither Herakles nor the lion is prone. A very fragmentary red-figure amphora in Leipzig lacks a significant portion of the main
scene, but we see the hero in the foregroundwrestling prone in the Wippschema,with Athena observing at left and Iolaos at right.30 As both Cohen
and Marwitz have pointed out, the scheme itself, as well as several other
details of the painting, is more closely tied to black-figure, where it originated, than to the red-figure technique as painted by the Andokides
Painter.31 Indeed, the same scheme is seen in black-figure on the shoulder
of the Alkmene Painter'sLondon hydria.The Andokides version is thus
creative in one sense-it is a recasting of a traditional scheme in a new
technique and color scheme-but it is not a compositional innovation.
A second red-figure example by the Andokides Painter preserves an
apparently similar lion fight, another Wippschema,except that Iolaos is
absent and Athena appears at left in the background, in a scale sharply
reduced in comparison to the hero and the lion in the foreground.32 Cohen
hypothesizes an influence on this composition from outside the world of
vase painting: the discrepancyin scale between the hero and the lion, on
the one hand, and Athena, on the other, she suggests, is a result of the
influence of pedimental sculptureon the painter. Cohen likens the differences in scale in the composition to those observable in the pediment of
26. Marwitz 1961-1963, pp. 78-79.
and Knieschema
are
The Wippschema
variantsof on-the-groundwrestling,
but Felten (LIMC V, 1981, p. 23, s.v.
Herakles)uses the position of the hero's
hands ratherthan leg position to group
variants.Marwitz (1961-1963, p. 78) is
here refiningthe descriptivetaxonomy
in Technau 1938.

27. LIMC V, 1981, p. 32, s.v. Herakles (W. Felten).
28. LIMC V, 1981, p. 31, s.v.Herakles (W. Felten).
29. Bloesch 1951, p. 35.
30. Leipzig T 635, ARV2 3, no. 3;
Paralipomena320; BeazleyAddenda2
149; Marwitz 1961-1963, ills. on
pp. 74-75; Cohen 1978, p. 157, no. C4.

31. Cohen1978,pp.150-153;Marwitz 1961-1963,pp.79-80.
BS 491,
32. Basel,Antikenmus.
ARV2 3, no. 4; Cohen 1978, p. 150,

no.C3;LIMCV, 1981,p. 23, no.1851,
s.v.Herakles(W. Felten).Feltenclassifiesthe poseunder1.c.i:"Herakles
fightsthe lion on the ground:H. links
hishands."
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Figure 7. London B 193. Herakles
throws the lion in a unique composiTrusteesof
tion. PhotoA. Mall;courtesy
the BritishMuseum

the Siphnian Treasuryat Delphi.33This suggestion that the frame of reference for the invention of a scheme is well outside the visual idiom of vase
painting is one to keep in mind when looking at the wider influences, such
as new architecturalcreations, on the Alkmene Group and others in the
Antimenean circle.
The third red-figure example by the Andokides Painter is strikingly
unusual, and not only in technique; in this London amphora, Herakles is
accompanied by both Athena and Iolaos, as is usual, but while kneeling on
the ground, he flips the lion over his head (Fig. 7).34 The consequence of
the throw appearsto be that the beast will end up on its back, with paws
clawing the air, much as on the Reading hydria. In analyzing this vase,
scholarshave suggested severalsources of inspirationfor this novel scheme,
including gem design and a kind of motif mutation from scenes of Herakles
and Cerberus.35Whatever the source,this last example is one of a clusterof
unique variants that appearbetween approximately520 and 500.36
Indeed, the painter has combined a number of traditional and novel
features in this scene, ensuring that he will startle the viewer who encounters it. There are just enough variations from the expected to provoke a
second look. The frame, two observersto the fight, is by now old: Exekias's
33. Cohen 1978, pp. 151-153.
Boardman(1978, p. 15) suggests the
creationof the recumbentscheme at
about 540 may have been inspiredby
pedimentalcompositions.
34. London B 193, amphora,
ARV2 4, no. 8;ABV254, no. 3; Cohen
1978, p. 75, no. B5*,p. 180 , pl. 34;
Marwitz 1961-1963, p. 82. See also
LIMC V, 1981, p. 25, no. 1883, s.v.
Herakles (W. Felten), where Felten
classifiesthe pose under"Other
moments in the wrestling,ii. Herakles

throws the lion."The only other example under this rubricis that in Lund
University(no. 596, Paralipomena84,
no. 9: Ure'sclass of skyphoiAl, discussed below).
35. Boardman(2001, p. 151,
pl. 366), in discussingthe gem by the
Semon Master,a carnelianring stone
from Cyprusand now in Boston, states
that the masterhas taken careto ensure
the viewerwill perceivethe motif as
verticalratherthan horizontalby creating a groundline on which the hero

kneels;Cohen (1978, p. 180, n. 192)
states:"In a lectureat the Morgan
LibraryDecember 1976, Boardman
connected the verticallion-fight with
gem design."Finally,Cohen (1978,
p. 180) suggests that the vertical
scheme may have evolved from scenes
of Heraklesand Cerberus.
36. LIMC V, 1981, pp. 24-26,
nos. 1875, 1881, 1882, 1884, 1889,
1895, 1896, 1900, 1901, s.v. Herakles
(W. Felten).
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Figure8. Oxford1965.135.A typical
standingschemefor GroupE, where
the lion standsbehindHerakles.
CourtesyAshmoleanMuseum,Oxford

example at about 540, with both Athena and Iolaos labeled, provides a
good benchmark.37The departing Iolaos is, however, newer.3 Herakles is
almost in a Knieschema,but his torso is upright ratherthan prone.The lion
is most surprising,as it is vertical instead of horizontal. For those familiar
with a favored Group E scheme in which Herakles and the lion both move
right, with the beast behind the hero (Fig. 8),39the Andokides Painter's
scheme is a subsequent step: Herakles has dropped to the ground on his
knees, while flipping the lion over on its back.40The combination of these
novelties and the red-figure technique sets up the viewer for a double take,
where expectation, conditioned by exposure to a particularset of normative iconographic and technical formulas,is sufficiently thwarted to create
interest and engagement with the vase.41
37. Berlin 1720, ABV143, no. 1.
38. Hermes or Iolaos departin a
similarway in a few slightly earlier
black-figuredepictions;on one of these,
the departingfigure is coupledwith an
unusualHerakles-and-the-lionpose,
discussedbelow.The amphoranearthe
PrincetonPainterin Havanapreserves
scenes of Heraklesand the lion on each
side, possiblyjoining two phases of the
fight. On side A, Iolaos holds Herakles'
club and turnsback towardthe central
fight as he walks awayfrom it (Havana
Lagunillastype B amphora,ABV300,
no. 8; Olmos Romera1990, pp. 66-69,
no. 18). In a second example,the Iolaos

figure departsat a clip, with a small
dog at his feet: once BeverlyHills,
Summa Galleries,Bohr 1982, no. P 3,
pl. 168, where the amphorais attributed as "nearthe PrincetonPainter."A
Hermes-like figuredepartsin a similar
way on a Panathenaic-shapedamphora
somewherenear Group E or the
Princeton Painter;Taranto,ABV 139,
no. 11; Paralipomena57; CVAItaly 18
[Taranto2], pl. 1. For an important
discussionof the departingor "palinopt"figure,see Mackay,Harrison,
and Masters 1999, pp. 130-136.
39. Standing type (iv) accordingto
Felton:LIMC V, 1981, p. 21, no. 1829,

pl. 40, s.v. Herakles(W. Felten).
40. Some examplesby Group E of
this scheme include Oxford 1965.135,
ABV137, no. 59; Paralipomena
55;
London market(Hewett), Paralipomena
56, no. 20 bis;Richmond,Virginia
62.17, Paralipomena 56, no. 42 bis;

Richmond,Virginia 60.23, Paralipomena56, no. 48 ter,and Paris,Larosiere, Paralipomena 56, no. 56 bis.

41. For a full discussionof this setup
for a double take in the work of Exekias and the Andikodes/Lysippides
Painters,see Steiner 1997, p. 158, and
passim.
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Figure 9. Wiirzburg L 306. An
innovative composition similar to
that on Reading 30.301.1. This vase
was lost during World War II.
FromBurow1989,pl. 125;photoA. Mall;
courtesyMartinvonWagnerMuseum,
UniversititWiirzburg

42. Norwich Castle Museum 72.20,
ABV268, no. 23 (Antimenes Painter;
Burow 1989, no. U5, pl. 145: circle of
the Antimenes Painter).The examples
that follow areidentified by Felton
in LIMC V as "variants,"
"uncertain
types,""othermoments in the wrestling,"and "otherwrestlingschemes."
See n. 34 above.
43. WtirzburgL 306, ABV267,
no. 14, 282; Burow 1989, no. 127,
pl. 125; LIMC V, 1981, p. 26, no. 1900,
s.v. Herakles (W. Felten), listed under
2.c: "Heraklesattackswith weapons,
other schemes."
44. Lund Univ. 596, Paralipomena
84, no. 9: Ure'sclass of skyphoiAl;
Schauenburg1965, p. 101, figs. 23-25;
LIMC V, 1981, p. 25, no. 1884, s.v.
Herakles(W. Felten). Felten classifies
the pose under 1.d.ii:"Othermoments
in the wrestling,H. throwsthe lion."
The only other exampleunder this
rubricis that by the Andokides Painter
(London B 193, amphora,ARV2 4,
no. 8;ABV254, no. 3), discussedabove
(Fig. 7).

The Andokides Painter gives a new look, red- rather than black-figand creates a truly innovative composiure, to the recumbent Wippschema
tion. Is this creative streak anomalous?There are many examples where a
slight change gives a very new look to a standardcombination of hero and
lion, such as on a hydria in Norwich, where a very conservative standing
fight gains a new look from the frontal face of the lion, posed so that
Herakles appears to pinch its nose! This brief survey, however, includes
only those scenes involving a major change in the relationship between
the bodies of the two combatants.42All of these inspire the double take,
itself a way of creating new interest in a familiar scheme.
First, by the Antimenes painter himself, we have our nearest parallel
to the unusual Reading hydria scene, but on the shoulder of a hydria
(Fig. 9).43 There are differences: the hero on the shoulder is dressed in a
tunic, wears his quiver,baldric, and scabbard,and grasps the lion by the
foot rather than the neck with his left hand. The lion is on its back, but
its hindquarters are raised almost to the level of Herakles' waist. The
overall impression that the scene gives, however, is quite similar to that of
the Reading vase.
A second unorthodox depiction evokes the spirit of the Andokides
Painter's London amphora, but is also not a verbatim repetition. On side
A of a black-figure skyphos in Lund (Fig. 10),44 a nude Herakles squats on
his right heel, holding the lion by its front and rear paws, over his left
shoulder. It is as if he is between the moves depicted on the London and
Reading examples-Herakles has moved up into a squatting position from
the "crawl"or "stoop"on the London amphora, and when he completes
the move, he will stand, having turned the beast on its back, as on the
Reading hydria.
On the reverseof the Lund skyphos, there is a second depiction of the
same episode: the hero is again nude, and scabbardwith knife and quiver
again hang in the field, but Herakles stands, grasping the lion around
the neck with his left hand and by the upper muzzle with his right hand
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Figure10. LundUniversity596,
sideA. This compositionis very
similarto that on LondonB 193.
Courtesy Lund University

Figure11. LundUniversity596,
side B. A momentin the fight prior
to that on side A. CourtesyLund
University

(Fig. 11). The unusual pose on side A can be understood as resulting from
a setup on B: the hero is about to flip the beast on B and has then flipped
the lion on A. Were it not for the marked difference in the skin of the lion
in the two depictions, we could be confident in saying that we see on the
Lund skyphos a two-phased narrative,with side B the earlier moment in
the fight.45
Another innovative formula appearsin black-figure at about the same
time in a repertorynear the Princeton Painter and on a cup by Sakonides.
The amphora, located near the Princeton Painter by Bohr and dated to
about 540-530, shows Herakles in a tunic and wearing a quiver,with his
left leg swung up and overthe shoulderof the lion.46His left armis wrapped
aroundthe lion'sneck, while the right arm is raised aloft holding the sword.
45. A verywellknownandoftencitedexampleof two-phasednarrative
is Geneva MF 154, ABV299, no. 18,

pp. 200-204. See also New YorkCallimanopolis,ABV329, no. 5, discussed
below.

displayingsequentialmomentsin the
birthof Athena;fora discussionof this
exampleandothers,see Steiner1993,

Galleries, CatalogueSummaGalleries5,
1979, no. 6; Bohr 1982, p. 110,

46. OnceBeverlyHills,Summa

no. P 3, pl. 168; LIMC V, 1981, p. 20,
no. 1810, pl. 38, s.v.Herakles (W. Felten). Felten classifiesthe pose under
b.ii, "Heraklesis standing,"and as the
only exampleof the subgroup"H. holds
raisedclub."
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Figure 12. Fitzwilliam Museum
GR 38.1864 (ex 60), side A. An unusual composition in which Herakles
throws a leg over the lion's back.
PhotocourtesyFitzwilliam
Museum,
Cambridge
University

Figure 13. Fitzwilliam Museum
GR 38.1864 (ex 60), side B. A very
traditional composition that displays
significant differences from its counterpart on side A. PhotocourtesyFitzwilliamMuseum,Cambridge
University

47. Bohr (1982, p. 110) cites as a
parallelto the depiction of that subject
on the belly amphoraby the Princeton
Painter,Naples Stg. 144 (ABV298,
no. 13).
48. Eye-cup, CambridgeFitzMus,
GR 38.1864 (ex 60), ABV 172, Beazley
Addenda249; Schefold 1992, fig. 109;
Seki 1985, pl. 2:1-3.

As Bohr points out, this scheme appears more commonly in fights between Herakles and Nessos.47
Also similaris the scene on an eye-cup by Sakonides (Fig. 12).48Again,
Herakles has flung his left leg over the lion's back and raises his right arm,
holding his club above the beast. Despite some differences, such as the
addition of a cuirass on the hero, his use of a club rather than sword, and
the lion's rearpaw pushing against Herakles' right knee, the two examples
are overwhelmingly similar.
Like the Lund skyphos, the Sakonides cup couples two versions of
this topic. On the opposite side, Herakles stands nude in a standard,oldfashioned scheme: he confronts the lion with both feet on the ground, his
left arm wrapped around the lion's neck, and the right grasping the lion's
front paw (Fig. 13). Overall, the cup provides us with a classic example of
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a decorative program that invites and expects comparison between the
two sides of the vessel. Embedded in a context of syntactical similarity-eyes with nose at the center of each side, handles framed by rampant stags
looking back over their shoulders-are two striking differences: first, signatures appear on each side of the foot, but one is of the painter and the
other of the potter. Clearly the artists expected the viewer to look carefully
at each side and to put together the two texts. The two depictions of
Herakles and the lion occupy the same place on the vessel, but reveal significant differences: in one case, the hero is clothed and uses weapons, in
the other he is nude and uses only brute strength. Similarities between the
two scenes are minimal: the hero'sbeard and hair,his scabbardand baldric,
and the lion's general appearance,including his mane.
The two scenes comprise two distinct moments in the fight.49In the
first, Herakles tries out his weapons, still wearing the cuirassthat bespeaks
militaryengagement,and in the second, he stripsdown and turnsto physical
force alone. In addition, two separate stages of the lion fight highlight
Herakles'general paradigmaticvalue for two different skills valued by adult
Athenian males: the soldier who wears a cuirassand uses weapons, and the
athlete who uses skill and force.
This brief survey informs us that the combination of two slightly different schemes-one relativelycommon and one that is quite innovativeappears on a handful of examples.5"Whatever painters were trying to
achieve by this conjunction-possibly distinguishing two narrative moments or explicating different aspects of Herakles' paradigmaticvaluetheir need to separate one from the other may have engendered the creative innovations. This suggestion that repetition can breed innovation is
of particularinterest in the present study since it seems to be relevant to
the two Alkmene Group hydrias: in the Reading example, we see two
distinct activities involving Athena, and in the London example, we see
two discrete activities of Herakles.

ICONOGRAPHY

II: RECLINING HERAKLES

Discussion of scenes of the reclining Herakles has increased in the past 15
years, most recently in a monograph by Simone Wolf.51The full iconographic spectrum of the hero reclining while eating or drinking includes
severalvariationson setting, companions, props, or lack thereof.The London hydria,where Herakles reclines on a kline and both food and drinking
vessels arepresent, representsa distinct type, separatefrom those examples
where he is accompanied by others or reclines on the ground in a rustic
setting. Wolf, Boardman,Carpenter,and Shapiro agreethat the type found
49. Froning 1988.
50. In additionto the Sakonides
cup, the Lund cup, and the Alkmene
PainterReadinghydria,there is at least
one other example,Paris,LouvreF 108,
ABV220, no. 30; LIMC V, 1981, p. 26,
no. 1896, s.v. Herakles(W. Felten).

51. Wolf 1993. In her entry on
the London hydria(p. 197, no. SF 6),
she providesa very detailedbibliography,indicatingwhere the
hydriahas been discussedand illustrated.
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on the London hydria appearsby 540 B.C.,52 about the same time as the
scheme of Herakles and the lion wrestling prone first appearsin the reper-

tory of Exekias.Scholarsprovideseveralplausibleexplanationsfor the
meaning of the scene, but none of these explanations reveals why it appeared at precisely this moment.

Shapirooffersthe most specifichypothesisfor explainingthe invention of the scene. In his view, Herakles figures in these scenes as a diner
rather than primarilyas a drinker,and he is best understood as a compan-

ion of the mortalparasitoi,attestedto in slightlylaterAttic cultsto Herakles at Marathon and Kynosarges.53 According to Shapiro, we ought to
imagine Herakles with his attendants in a setting with parasitoi who are
not present in the image. Boardman, on the other hand, notes the absence

of fellow dinersand drinkersin these earlyscenes.For him, the scenes
emphasizethe completionof the hero'swork and his need for food and
rest. Herakles alone is positioned to consume food and drink.54It is impossible to decide unequivocallybetween these two interpretationsfor the
London hydria;together they illustrate the conundrum of Herakles and

his complexrelationshipto both gods and mortals,includingthe ancient
Athenians.55

After the apparentintroduction of this scene around 550-540 by the
ArchippePainter,a handfulof otherexamplesappearat about530-520.56
Some scenes in which Herakles reclines alone have a number of features

in commonwith our Londonhydria.One by the AntimenesPainterincludesAthenaand,just as on the Londonhydria,a hanginglionskin;but
here it hangsat the head ratherthan at the foot of the kline.57A second
example,on an amphoraby the MadridPainter,is slightlylater,perhaps
520-510;this amphorais of specialinterestbecauseit couplestwo Herakles
scenes:58
we see Heraklesand Geryonon sideA, with the deadEurytion
52. Basel, Cahn Coll. 919; Wolf
1993, p. 195, no. SF 1; LIMC IV,
1988, p. 817, no. 1486, s.v.Herakles
(J. Boardman);Carpenter1986, p. 111;
Shapiro 1989, p. 160. Boardmanand
Shapiroidentify these scenes as cultic,
relyingprimarilyon the common meaning of the phiale depictedon many examples,but not on the London hydria.
53. Shapiro1989, p. 161. The cult
at Kynosargeswas certainlyalready
establishedby the fifth century,but
there is no proof that it existed in the
last quarterof the sixth century.Shapiro notes that the prominenceof food
in the scene should be correspondingly
prominentin its interpretation.Herakles does also drinkwine, as the kantharosdepictedon the table next to
him indicates.Shapiromakes the hero
also a drinkingcompanionof undepicted mortals,a fellow symposiast.The
specific inclusion of his mortal mother
servesto shorten the distancebetween

the hero and his mortalparasitoi.The
net effect elevatesthe statusof putative
mortalcompanions,and simultaneously
humanizesthe hero. See also VerbanckPierard1992.
54. LIMC IV, 1988, p. 820, s.v.Herakles(J. Boardman).Shapiro(1989,
pp. 160-161) explicitlydisagreeswith
his interpretation,seeing the meaning
of these scenes as essentiallycultic,with
mortalparasitoito be imagined eating
in companywith the hero (see above,
n. 53).
55. The list of vessels showing Dionysos as monoposiastthat run parallel to the Heraklesexamplesgiven
here is discussedby Carpenter(1986,
pp. 113-114), who also demonstrates
that scenes of Heraklesas monoposiast
have much in common with scenes of
the recliningDionysos. Accordingto
Carpenter(1986, pp. 111-112), in the
last quarterof the sixth centuryHerakles not only reclineslike Dionysos,

but sometimesuses Dionysos'svessel
of preference,the kantharos,just as on
the London hydria.Carpenter(1986,
pp. 122-123) wonders if the fact that
both Dionysos and Heraklesarefrom
Thebes could explaintheir common
use of the kantharos.
56. ArchippePainter,hydriafrr.
Basel, Cahn Coll. 919; Boardman
1985a, pp. 242-245, fig. 1. Carpenter
(1986) lists seven examples,including
the two on the Munich amphora.
Later,the scenes diversify,as discussed
by Wolf (1993). Shortly afterward,
around510, scenes appearof Herakles
and Dionysos recliningtogether at
symposia(Wolf 1993, p. 191).
57. TarquiniaRC 1635,ABV270,
no. 65, 676; Paralipomena118; Beazley
Addenda235; Burow 1989, pl. 26.
58. New YorkCallimanopolis,
ABV329, no. 5; CVACastle Ashby 1
[Great Britain 15], pls. 10, 11 [664665]: 3, 4.
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on the ground below, and Herakles reclining and celebratingwith Athena
and Hermes on the reverse.The background is crowded with vines and
grape clusters, and Herakles extends a phiale to Athena; but there is no
lionskin or weapons of any sort belonging to the hero. As on the London
hydria, we can see a "before and after"sequence here-the Geryon fight
followed by a celebration.The London example,however,provides a much
more specific visual link between scenes, with the portrayalof the lion and
the lionskin tying both shoulder and main scene together on a single side
of the vase.
The two scenes of Herakles as monoposiast coupled by the Andokides/
Lysippides Painters on their amphora in Munich are apparently among
the cluster of examples created just after the invention of the scene.59
Once again, it is worthwhile for us to consider carefullythe appearanceof
any innovation in this repertory.There is a demonstrated connection between the Andokides/Lysippides Painters and black-figure hydria production, and innovation in scenes of Herakles and the lion in the two
repertories is alreadyestablished as simultaneous and very similar. Interestingly, the two scenes on the Munich amphora may demonstrate sequence, but sequence within the celebration alone.60 The Munich amphora does not couple a deed of Herakles with a relaxing feast; rather the
difference in technique helps to showcase the absence of attributes and
the curtailed cast of attendants for the reclining figure on the red-figure
side.61There appears to be a temporal difference, on at least two levels:
the black-figure side shows a cup about to be filled and a crowd of figures,
in contrast to an empty cup and a scene of intimacy on the red-figure
side. The black-figure side collects evidence of Herakles' past, through
his attributes, and of his passage to Olympos, through the presence of
Hermes. The red-figure side points to Herakles' future, where weapons
and divine escorts will not be necessary.The combination of the two techniques helps to alert the viewer to an awarenessof sequence, a more subtle
version of the type of sequence achieved on the Madrid Painter and Alkmene Group examples.62
This discussion has demonstrated how thoroughly the two hydrias
attributedto the Alkmene Group reflect an extremelyinnovative period in
Athenian vase-painting technique and iconography.The connections of
59. Munich 2301,ARV2 4, no. 9;
LIMC IV, 1988, p. 817, no. 1487,
s.v.Herakles(J. Boardman);ABV255,
no. 4; Carpenter1986, pp. 111-113,
n. 63.
60. The possibilitythat the two
sides preservesequentialscenes is exploredin Steiner 1997, pp. 165-166.
61. Some scholarsproposethat the
figureon the red-figureside is not
Herakles.Carpenter(1986, p. 98) concludes that both figuresareHerakles,
but he allowsfor the possibilitythat the
red-figureimage is Dionysos; the
Andokides Painterhas other idiosyn-

of Dionysos.
craticrepresentations
Schefold(1992,p. 46) notesthatthe
tripto Olymposis
storyof Herakles'
moreprominenton theblack-figure
side,whilesideB is aboutthe charactersandtheirrelationship.
62.Thereis anotherbroadericonographictrendto whichthe London
hydriaalonemaybelong.Boardman's
discussedabove,seesthe
interpretation,
heroas antisocial,
actingoutsidethe
socialnormsof mortalsas he eatsand
the Boston
drinksalone.Similarly,
the
by Andokides/Lysippides
amphora
Painters(Boston99.538,ABV255,

no. 6; ARV2 4, no. 12) providestwo
versionsof the hero in anotherantisocial act, setting out to sacrificea bull
and consume it alone.When the lionskin hangs behind the hero, as on the
London hydria,it also signifies the
hero'ssolitarystatus.He is not the
hoplite who fights in a phalanx.He
follows his iconographicpredecessor
Achilles, who is depicted as monoposiast in the ransomof Hector (Carpenter 1986, pp. 115-116). Later on, Herakles is more civilized as he reclinesat a
symposiumwith Dionysos: see Carpenter 1986, p. 113, n. 63.
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the two hydrias extend broadly and to the most experimental contemporaneous painters, the bilinguists. The main scenes of both hydrias link the
painters to the forefront of iconographic change; aspects of style, identified above, reflect one painter'sclose association with the red-figure technique.63The hypothesis that the Alkmene Group artists worked in the
midst of the two techniques is quite plausible.64

SHAPE: THE HYDRIA AND ITS DECORATIVE
CONVENTIONS
To what degree are the Alkmene hydriasembedded in the typical conventions for hydria decoration in the last third of the sixth century?How do
subjects on shoulder, belly, and predella interconnect? How common is
the repetition of characterson belly and shoulder,as we see with Herakles

andAthenaon the Londonhydriaandwith Athenaaloneon the Reading
vase, and what do such repetitions mean?
The tradition for hydria decoration in the earlierpart of the century is
not one that predictably includes repetition between shoulder and main
field. Hydrias are relativelyrare until just before the last third of the sixth
century,with the largest early concentration, beginning at roughly 560, in
the Lydan workshop.65In the majorityof cases, the main fields on Lydos's
round-shouldered hydrias have subjects that are plainly narrative,involving human figures, and these are coupled with non-narrativeanimal subjects, arrangedwith a swan, fawn, or siren between panthers (five examples)
or lions (one example)on the shoulder.66In only one case among the hydrias
decorated by Lydos is there evidence of figures repeatedin both fields;67at
least two figure types-both adult males, one nude and one draped-who
observe a departureon the belly arerepeated as spectatorsto the boxing on
63. Beazley (1927), in his initial
discussionof the Antimenes Painter,
identified"the substitutionof a wavyline for a straightin non-terminal
folds,"(p. 80) as a sign of the painter's
black-figurework in the red-figure
period, and one of the indicationsthat
he is "deeplyaffectedby the strong new
art of the end of the sixth century"
(p. 82). Burow'sfull study (1989) of the
painteraffirmsthat this characteristic
is late and indicativeof the influenceof
the red-figuretechniqueon the Antimenes Painter.Burow (1989, p. 55)
places severalpieces in his late group
that manifestthis same feature:no. 122
(London B 336,ABV266, no. 3; Burow
1989, pl. 120); no. 124 (London B 232,
ABV270, no. 57; Burow 1989, pl. 122);
no. 128 (WiirzburgL 309,ABV268,
no. 28; Burow 1989, pl. 126).
64. The channelsbetween artists

working in both techniqueswere open,
as a contemporaneousexampleof iconographicinnovationcorroborates:a
scene-type apparentlyinitiated in blackfigure and then moving to red-figure
has been discussedrecentlybyJ. M.
Padgett (2001). In his analysisof a Euphronianred-figureimage of Ajax carrying the body of Achilles, Padgett sees
the sourceof the motif depictingHerakles killing Geryon in the black-figure
repertoryof Euphronios'steacher,
Psiax.If Padgettis correct,we have
an exampleconfirmingthat innovation
did not alwaysbegin with the newer
technique:Padgett2001, p. 8, fig. 9.
65. Many of the earliesthydriasare
so fragmentarythat a comparisonof
shoulderand main scenes is impossible.
Some exceptionsarethe hydriaby or
near Sophilos once on the Parismarket,
ABV42, where there arerepeated

examplesof animalsin both fields;on a
hydriaby Nearchos,Eleusis 766, ABV
86, no. 6, women appearin each field.
66. Berlin Univ.,ABV 108, no. 15;
Tiverios 1976, no. 21, pls. 4:b,5, 6:a;
LouvreE 804, ABV108, no. 13;Tiverios 1976, no. 22, pls. 6:b, 7:a;Rome,
Villa Giulia (M.430),ABV108, no. 14;
Tiverios 1976, no. 23, pls. 20:b, 21;
Rome, Villa Giulia 42045, ABV108,
no. 17; Tiverios 1976, no. 24, pl. 70:g;
Munich 1681 (J.1276),ABV108,
no. 12;Tiverios 1976, no. 20, pl. 2;
Ancona, Museo Civico P998 (3032),
ABV108, no. 16;Tiverios 1976, no. 26.
67. Athens, Kerameikos,Paralipomena45; Tiverios 1976, no. 25, pl. 30.
There maywell be repeatedfiguresin
each field on a hydriain both G6ttingen and Paris(G6ttingen;and Cab.
Med.,ABV109, no. 19;Tiverios 1976,
pl. 31), but it is too fragmentaryto tell.
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the shoulder.Because this example is so fragmentary,it is difficult to draw
conclusions about the purpose of the repetitions, but its general affinities
to the schemes observed on contemporaneous cups, where repeated spectators link scenes, are clear.
On one Lydan hydria in the Villa Giulia,68we see not an entire repeated figure but a repeated element: Herakles wears a lionskin as he fights
Geryon in the main scene, and a lion appearsflanking sirens in the shoulder group.69However, Herakles'lionskin is stippled, and that of the living
beast is plain. Several of the hydrias depict departurescenes or show conflict on the main panels,while shouldersdepict two strongeranimals flanking a weaker one; but there is no visual repetition to make an overt link. As
a group, the Lydan hydrias rank low in repetition of images.

The earliestblack-figurehydriaswith flatshoulders,the typeto which
the Readingand Londonhydriasbelong,appeararound540-530, in the
repertory of the Taleides Painter and signed by the potter Timagoras.70
Indeed, they are more rounded versions of the type refined by Andokides
as potter and ultimately of the type produced by and in the circle of the
Antimenes Painter.The essential profile is alreadythere. Bloesch sees some
affinities between the earliest of the Andokidean black-figure hydrias and
one of the Timagorean examples, but he also identifies a developmental
"gap"between them." One example by Taleides/Timagoras preservesrepetition of figures between shoulder and main scene.72A few black-figure

hydriasattributedto the LysippidesPainterandmembersof his circledo
preserve shoulder/belly repetitions, but these comprise less than a sixth of
the total.73Interestingly, two of these were, according to Bloesch, most
likely potted by the Andokides Painter. Once again, a novel element apparent in the Alkmene hydrias, this time a syntactical feature, appears in
the workshop of one of the leading innovators at around 530-520.
Slightly earlier black-figure neck amphoras commonly preserve re-

peated figures-principal figures and spectatorsto both mythicaland
nonmythical events-on shoulder and belly; these repetitions can be seen,
for example, in the repertoriesof Group E, Painter N, and the Affecter.74
Indeed, one example of a fragmentaryamphoraby a painter close to Exe68. Villa Giulia (M.430),ABV 108,
no. 14;Tiverios 1976, pl. 21.
69. Markoe (1989, p. 90) makesthe
point that Lydos, on anotheroccasion
(Berlin 1732, ABV110, no. 37) uses a
scene of a lion attackinga boar and two
lions attackinga bull to underscore,
literally,a scene where Herakleswears
the lionskin and attacksKyknos.He
believesthe combinationto be intentional and meaningful.
70. LouvreF 39,ABV174, no. 5;
Hoppin 1924, p. 361, and LouvreF 38,
ABV174, no. 7; Hoppin 1924, p. 359.
71. Bloesch 1951, p. 35.
72. One examplecited above (n. 70),
LouvreF 39, preservesrepeatedfigures:

the youths who watch Theseus plunge a
swordinto the Minotaurin the shoulder scene are identicalto a youth in
the main scene on the belly.The latter
youth watches the departureof a warrior in a chariot.In contrast,Louvre
F 38 (see n. 70) preservesno repeated
figures.
73. LouvreF 294, ABV256, no. 18,
by the LysippidesPainterand probably
potted by Andokides (Bloesch 1951,
p. 35), has on the shouldera frontal
chariotand Athena mounting a chariot
with Herakleson the belly; Louvre
F 295, ABV260, p. 31, in the Manner
of the LysippidesPainter,depicts the
same subjectsand is also, accordingto

Bloesch, likely to have been potted by
Andokides.Two others, also in the
Manner of the LysippidesPainter,
repeathorses (Princeton171, ABV260,
no. 34) and female figures (London
B 331,ABV261, no. 41).
74. See, e.g., Munich 1471 (J. 476),
ABV137, no. 60; Tarquinia,ABV 137,
no. 63; Berlin 1716,ABV137, no. 62;
Oxford 1965.135,ABV137, no. 59,
all attributedto Group E. For Painter
N, one exampleout of many possibilities is LouvreF 108,ABV220,
no. 30; for the Affecter,London
1928.1-17.40,ABV240, no. 13, is a
good example.
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kias depicts Herakles both on the shoulder,where he fights Cerberus, and
the belly,where he accompanies a group of divinities who watch Demeter
as she mounts a chariot." Overwhelmingly, however,the shapes that most
commonly display a great deal of repetition from field to field are not
those that are"one-sided,"with a combination of shoulder and main fields,
but rather cups and amphoras;some of the leading cup and amphora artists of the last third of the sixth century skillfully apply the principles of
repetition, among the most prominent being the bilingual painterswhose
iconographic innovations were mentioned above.76Indeed, when we assess the black-figure hydrias of the last third or last quarter of the sixth
century, we see a significant shift from earlier decorative principles: the
repetitive conventions apparent on cups and amphoras-repetitions of a
main character,often a hero or a divinity,or an anonymous figure in two or
more fields-begin to appear on these hydrias, particularlythose in the
Leagros Group and by the Antimenes Painter.
That hydrias in the last third of the sixth century reflect some of the
syntactical principles employed by amphora painters is not at all surprising. The Antimenes Painter himself decorated many examples of both
shapes, and this alone can explain a merging of conventions. Studies of the
shape development of the hydria suggest that its evolution in the last third
of the sixth century is closely intertwined with that of the amphora, at
least in the workshop of the Andokides Painter: Bloesch described the
"slender"amphorasof the Andokides Painter as having profiles very similar to the extremely slender contemporaneous hydriasthat he attributesto
Andokides as potter and that Beazley attributes as related to, in the manner of, and by the Lysippides Painter.77It is among these Andokidean
hydrias that the parallels to those painted in the early phases of the work
of the Antimenes Painter and members of his circle appear.Johannes Burow, in his exhaustive study of the painter, has referred to this phase as
phase Ib.78So it is not surprising that our hydrias are influenced in shape
from the same source-amphoras-from whence we see the influences on
the syntactical principles, particularlythose employing repetition, apparent in their iconography. Indeed, when we take a detailed look at the
Antimenes Painter and his circle, as redefined by Burow, we see that the
Andokides/Lysippides Painters are credited with being hugely influential
overall in the characterof the workshop.79
Looking further at the hydrias produced by the Antimenes Painter
and his workshop helps us to see how widespread the practice is of linking
shoulder and main scenes via repetition of a figure and to understand several of the meanings such repetitions yield. Out of35 hydriasattributedto
the Antimenes painter himself, over half (19) preserve a repeated prop or
75. Reggio 4001 fr.,ABV 147, no. 6;
61; BeazleyAddenda241.
Paralipomena

76. See Steiner1997fora discussion
of repetitionin Exekiasandthe LysippidesandAndokidesPainters.
77. Bloesch 1951, p. 35; Diehl 1964,
p. 58; LouvreF 294, ABV256, no. 18,

Painter;LouvreF 295,
Lysippides

ABV260, no. 31, Manner of Lysippides
Painter;London B 339,ABV264, no. 1
(below);Group of London B 339 and
Relatedto the LysippidesPainter.
78. Burow 1989, p. 21, and n. 112;
n. 309; he notes especiallythe
48,
p.
link between the hydriaattributedby
Bloesch to Andokides as potter (but

unattributedby Beazley),Wiirzburg
L 304 (Bloesch 1951, p. 35; see also
ABV676, 678, where Beazleylists the
hydriafor its kalenames).Burow considersthe style of this hydriasimilarto
that seen in works in the circle of the
Antimenes Painter.
79. Burow 1989, pp. 48-49.
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characterlinking shoulderand main scene."?A varietyof resultsareachieved
through these repetitions:
1. In at least four examples, an object or figure is repeated in shoulder
and/or predella and main scenes. No figure is explicitly identified by label
or attributes,and while the context may be heroic, no specific legendary or
mythical context is clear.The two scenes in combination may show two
aspects of chariot use, such as a battle and a wedding,"8or they may preserve
youths in two contexts-mounting a chariot and engaged in fighting.82
2. In a related example, the two scenes appear to be sequential, with
the harnessing of the chariot in the main scene preceding the departureof
a chariot for battle on the shoulder (Fig. 14).83 The repeated figure is not
explicitly related to myth, but serves to establish context and sequence.
3. In several other examples, a figure is repeatedwho is an identifiable
divinity or legendary hero; some occur in scenes that areidentifiable mythnarratives.Five of these paired scenes do not relate to one another in a
particularsequence that we can reconstruct (e.g., Fig. 15).84 Other related
examples in this category appear to draw mortal elites into a comparison
with a mythical figure, thereby enhancing the status of the mortal, in a
process named by Stansbury-O'Donnell "paradigmaticextension."85Specific examples include the following: a hoplite in a departurescene on the
belly has the same weapons and armor as the companions of Herakles in
the Amazon fight above;a male figure steps into a chariot on the shoulder
as does Athena on the belly; a shoulder scene depicts Iolaos brandishing
Herakles' bow as he fights the lion above a belly scene where a Scythian
holds aloft his bow as a warriormounts his chariot to depart.86
4. Five examples connect two scenes of mythical narratives on the
shoulder and the belly by means of a repeated figure or prop.The result is
to relate two scenes that aretemporallydiscretebut may be causallylinked,
with the prior event having brought about the subsequent one, either directly or indirectly.The most obvious example of this class is a hydria on
which the Judgment of Paris is coupled with the ambush of Troilos
(Fig. 16).87In each scene, the figures of Athena and Hermes appear,linking the cause of the war with one of its later episodes.88In a second case, an
80. Figuresbased on the resultsof
Burow 1989. The total numberof vases
attributedto the Antimenes Painterby
Burow is 132; possiblyby the painter,
16; in his circle,23.
81. London B 340,ABV267, no. 9;
Burow 1989, no. 118.
82. FormerlyLondon, Sotheby's,
July 5, 1982, p. 122, no. 342; Burow

1989,no. 14. One additional
hydria
witha similartypeof repetitionis
Switzerland,
privatecollection(Zurich
L
no. 13; Burow 1989,
no.635),_ABV267,
where
the
15,
figure of a hoplite is
repeated.
83. Munich 1694, ABV266, no. 5;

Burow 1989, no. 107, pl. 105.
84. Victoria and Albert Museum
4795.1901,ABV267, no. 17; Burow
1989, no. U3, pl. 143; Civitavecchia
1319,ABV267, no. 11; Burow 1989,
no. 94. Others with similarsorts of
repetitionareWiirzburgL 308, ABV
267, no. 19; Burow 1989, no. 92;
Toledo 56.70, ABV268, no. 26; Burow
1989, no. 100; Minneapolis 61.59,
Paralipomena119, no. 8 ter;Burow
1989, no. 110 (wherethe repeated
figureis Athena);Altenburg222,
ABV268, no. 27; Burow 1989, no. 119.
85. Stansbury-O'Donnell1999,
pp. 124-129.

86. LouvreF 285, ABV267, no. 7;
Burow 1989, no. 121;WiirzburgL 320,
ABV267, no. 18; Burow 1989, no. 123
(see also London, Victoriaand Albert
4795.1901,ABV267, no. 17; Burow
1989, no. U3); WiirzburgL 306, ABV
267, no. 14 (Fig. 9, here);Burow 1989,
no. 127.
87. See Stansbury-O'Donnell1999,
pp. 118-124; Berlin F 1895,ABV268,
no. 31; Burow 1989, no. 63.
88. The figure of Hermes also appearsin the predellaon this hydria,as
an observerto Heraklesfighting with
the Nemean lion.
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Figure 14. Munich 1694 (two views).
The main scene of chariot harnessing
precedes the departure in the chariot
on the shoulder. Photosby Kopperman,
courtesyStaatlicheAntikensammlungen

Munich
undGlyptothek,
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Figure15. VictoriaandAlbertMuseum4795.1901.Hermesappearsin
shoulderand mainscenes,but a
temporalsequenceis not apparent.

PhotocourtesyVictoriaandAlbertMuseum

episode involving Neoptolemos, Helikaon, Athena, and Apollo from the
Little Iliad is coupled with the Judgment.89Another example is less specific about bringing two episodes together. A scene from the Little Iliad
on the shoulder includes both Athena and Apollo and their chariots as
well as Neoptolemos, the fallen Eurypylos, and the corpse of Helikaon;
below, on the belly,Athena appearsagain, seated, with Zeus and Hermes.90
We may see the observing divinity in one field coupled with her entry into
the battle in the other. Finally, in an example in which the subject matter is
not connected to Troy,we see a causally linked sequence in the combination of two scenes involving Herakles.91 On the shoulder, he fights with
the Nemean lion, and on the belly he wears the lionskin and moves to
accept his reward for the successful completion of his labors: he enters
89. WiirzburgL 309, ABV268,
no. 28; Burow 1989, no. 128, pl. 126.
The identificationof the shoulderscene
as from the Little Iliad is by comparison to Basel BS 498 (Paralipomena119,
no. 35 bis;Burow 1989, no. 131), which
is labeled and discussedbelow.

90. Basel BS 498, Paralipomena119,
no. 35 bis;Burow 1989, no. 131,
pl. 128. Note that Hermes also appears
in the predella.(This is an unusual
hydriawith figuralscenes on each side
of the belly.)Another examplecouples
a scene of the Judgmentwith an anony-

mous battle;the two are linked by the
helmet styles of Athena on the belly
and the warriorson the shoulder:Basel
BS 434, ABV268, no. 32; Burow 1989,
no. 115, pl. 114.
91. Vatican419,ABV267, no. 15;
Burow 1989, no. 16.
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Figure16. BerlinF 1895 (twoviews).
The repeatedfiguresof Athena and
Hermeslink two sequentialevents:
theJudgmentof Parison the belly
andthe ambushofTroiloson the
shoulder.Hermesalso appearsin
the predella. Photo courtesyAntikensammlung,StaatlicheMuseen zu Berlin,
PreussischerKulturbesitz

92. Stansbury-O'Donnell1999,
pp. 1-8 and 149-155.

Olympos in the company of Athena, a status that he achieved in part by
the completion of tasks like subduing the lion. In both scenes, Herakles is
accompanied by Hermes; another set of repetitions connects the lionskin
worn by the lion above with the one worn by Herakles below: the incised
lines that represent the mane and the added color for the crown of the
lion's head are repeated, but the lionskin has acquired stipples when it
appears on the hero on the belly of the vessel, a detail that it lacks on the
shoulder.There is another lion (between two boars) in the predella, also
without stipples.92
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Clearly,the scenes on the London hydriain the Alkmene Group most
closely parallel the last example cited. Similar repetitions occur among
fields and a temporal sequence is achieved that involves a Heraklean labor
followed by a reward-relaxation, feast,and drinkingon the Alkmene hydria
versus a chariot trip to Olympos on the Antimenean example. The labels
for the figures on the London hydria affirm the connection, though subtly: they are orthograde on the shoulder and retrogradeon the belly, suggesting that the two scenes exist in response to one another.93
The Reading hydria,by contrast,has its closest affinities to the hydrias
discussed above in the third category.In this case, the pose of Athena that
appears on the shoulder is repeated by Herakles on the belly. The two
scenes do not have a fixed causal and temporal relationship to one another:
Athena's success in the Gigantomachy does not directly (or even indirectly) lead to Herakles' fight with the Nemean lion. Instead, the purpose of
the link is to model the hero on his successful sponsor, creating a paradigmatic relationship-hero is "like"goddess. Such a relationship intensifies
the well-developed connection between Herakles and Athena, his divine
mentor.94 In conclusion, we see these two vases once again as part of an
innovative trend, where syntactic principles implementing repetition expand into a wider spectrum of vessel shapes, principally from cups and
amphoras to hydrias, to create the same kinds of results.95

THE ALKMENE PAINTER AND LATE
BLACK-FIGURE
The above discussion has shown how fully connected the Alkmene Group
and the Antimenes Circle were to mainstream developments in shape,
syntax, subject matter, and iconography in the last third of the sixth century.This observation invites reassessment of the common characterization of black-figure hydria painters as traditional and somewhat isolated.
Indeed, in some pockets of the Antimenes Painter'swork and workshop,
influence from red-figure painters can be detected, as revealedin the drapery and elongated fingertips on one of the hydriasin the Alkmene Group,
and new compositional and especially syntactical developments can be

traced.Causallylinkedsequentialnarrationas well as paradigmaticrelationships are achieved by the use of repeated figures and other elements in
the scenes. I have stressed above that leading red-figure painters some93.Thisrecognition
of temporal
sequenceoughtto be incorporated
intothe interpretations
of the London
vase by Carpenter(1986), Boardman
(LIMCIV, 1988, p. 820, s.v.Herakles),
Shapiro(1989), and Wolf (1993), and
into their discussionsabout the meaning of sceneswhere Heraklesreclines
as monoposiast.But the understanding
of the London hydriaas put forth here
does not challengefundamentally
either a notion of the solo, antisocial

Heraklesreceivinghis rewardor the
successfulhero feastingwith his parasitoi afterhis heroic labor.See the
discussionabove,pp. 444-445, and
nn. 53-54.
94. Severalscholarshave focused
attention on the specialrelationship
between Athena and Herakles;see,
e.g., Boardman1985a.
95. Such clustersof two scenes
involvingHerakles areantecedentsto
vessels on which severalof his labors

or deeds appear.For a full discussion
of the latter,where at least four separate
labors must be connected to qualifyfor
inclusion, see LIMC V, pp. 6-7, s.v.
Herakles (J. Boardman).The earliest
example of a vase including as many
as four laborsis an Attic red-figure
volute-kraterby the Kleophrades
Painter,no. 1702, Malibu 77.AE.11,
ARV2 186, nos. 51, 52; Beazley
Addenda2188.
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times used old-fashioned iconography in the new technique, as did the
Andokides Painter in his scenes of the prone Herakles and the lion, while
those working in the older technique were sometimes innovative in both
style and iconography, as was Sakonides, a painter in the workshop of
Ure's skyphos Al, and of course the Antimenes Painter and the Alkmene
Group.
Finally, this second debut for the Reading hydriaprovides more information about the creative moment in the last third of the sixth century in
Athenian vase painting, of which the appearanceof red-figureis one symptom. The appearanceof the new technique is undeniably striking, and we
have clear evidence from this study of its relationship with the older, engraving-based,black-figure style. Certainly,compositions developed along
innovative lines, even for old subjects,and there is novelty in the old technique as well as conservatism in the new. Both of these phenomena seem
to take advantage of a prevailing practice whereby the vase painter revises
old formulas and engages his viewer by setting him up for unexpected
combinations, creating the springboardfor a double take. The analysis of
the two hydrias in the Alkmene Group demonstrates that syntactic conventions that were developed in the decoration of amphoras and cups extended to hydrias during the last third of the sixth century; moreover,we
have clear evidence of the explosion of new ways to link scenes in different
fields on a single hydria and the many and diverse results of such repetitions. The exploration of the relationship among the sequence of events in
a narrative,the explication of mythical charactersin diversesituations, and
the creationof paradigmsarethree such results.That the Alkmene Group's
innovations in subject matter focus on Herakles and Athena is also noteworthy because it highlights the link between the changes in vase painting
and the external political environment in Athens, addressed below. Crucial to this enterprise is a consideration of the evidence for the function of
the shoulder hydria.If the syntacticalprinciples that inform its decoration
are linked to those seen on cups and amphoras, does that imply that it
functioned in similar ways and also was used in similar contexts?

THE FUNCTION OF HYDRIAS
96. RichterandMilne1973,pp.1112.As the textherepointsout,the
on the
shapeis labeledas"hydria"
vase.
This
discussion
excludes
Frangois
miniature
hydriasusedforvotive
purposes.
97.Ar.Lys.327.Aristophanes
uses
thewords"kalpis"
and"hydria"
interforvesselsusedto carry
changeably
waterfroma source:Lys.35, 327.
98. Forfountain-house
scenes
dividedbythe architectural
characteristicsof thebuildings,seeTolleKastenbein
1994,pp.88-102.
99. BerardandDurand1989.

"Hydria"is one of a few vase names that we applyjust as the ancient Athenians did: we can be confident that any hydria, plain or decorated, held
water.96 Textual evidence for the function and use-context of hydrias is

later than the period of the Alkmene Painter hydrias.Aristophanes, in the
second half of the fifth century,employs the word "hydria"when referring
to a vessel used to collect water from a spring.97Hydrias identical in shape
to those considered here, but not necessarilydecorated in the black-figure
technique, are depicted in images as a means to collect water from fountain houses. These images appear on hydrias exactly contemporary with
the London and Reading examples.98It is tempting to believe that the
depicted hydriasstand for figuralpottery,but there is no guaranteeof such
accuracyin vase imagery.The fountain-house scenes are informed by an
idealized composite of imagery,values, and even social fictions.99
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We know water is essential at symposia because it must be mixed with
wine before the wine is consumed. It might seem surprising, therefore,
that hydrias do not appear in images of symposia on Athenian pottery;
however, this absence is not conclusive evidence for excluding them from
the repertoryof sympotic vessels.100Other vessels, notably amphoras,which
carryimagery and inscriptions reflecting sympotic activity,arerarein these
same images of the symposium.101Furthermore,hydrias are found in archaeological contexts that are demonstrably sympotic.102
In a passage relevant to the discussion below, Thucydides states that
the Athenians collected water from the spring Kallirho&for religious cerIt is fair to assume that
emonies, including those surroundingmarriage.103
were
collect
this
could
have been either
used
to
but
water,
hydrias
they
metal or pottery. Indeed, visual evidence suggests hydrias were used in
contexts of sacrificeand other religious activity,for participantscarrythem
in the sacrificialprocession on the Parthenon frieze.104The Athenian wedding, for which we have both textual and visual evidence, provides one
examplefor understandingvariousmoments, including symposia,in which
water and hydrias play a part.
Athenian weddings were complex affairslasting several days. At least
one component was a feast, apparentlyvery much like a dinner party followed by a symposium, except that men and woman ate and drank together whether the celebration took place at home or, more rarely,in sanctuaries.105 One fourth-century vase-painting image portrays a hydria in
the context of food preparationfor the wedding feast;water from a special
source might be present in painted versions of the utilitarian vessels used
for collection.106 Clearly for the symposium held in connection with the
wedding, water was requiredfor mixing with wine.1'7
Based on evidence from this narrow context of the wedding and its
related symposia, a conclusion that the hydria played a role in more ordinary symposia is plausible. Indeed, the kalosinscriptions that often embellish imagery ensconce the vessels in the discourse of pederasty that is so
pervasive in both visual and written sources for symposia.108There is no
100. Gericke'slist of images of
hydriasin scenes on pottery includes
fountain-housescenes, the kidnapping
of Troilos,and a few examplesthat are
Dionysiac or mythical(Gericke 1970,
pp. 49-54, tables 13-15). Tolle-Kastenbein (1994, tables I-III) providesan
updatedlist of images of fountain
houses on hydriasand other shapes.
There is no testimonyfrom images on
vases that hydriaswere implementsin
symposia,but we do have archaeological evidencethat ties the shape to elite
conviviality.In debrisdating to the
second quarterof the fifth centuryfrom
a dining facilityfor Athenian magistratesin the Athenian Agora, an establishment where the ambiencewas distinctly sympotic and elite, there are
fragmentsof kalpis-hydrias;a substan-

tial "set"of sympoticwareby Hermonax included a bell-krater,lekythos,
and hydria(Rotroffand Oakley 1992,
pp. 12-13). For a discussionof the elite
characterof this dining establishment,
see Steiner2002b; for the fragments
themselves,see Rotroff and Oakley
1992, pp. 92-94. See also Boardman
2003, p. 113.
101. Gericke 1970, tables 3-5.
102. Rotroff and Oakley 1992;
Steiner2002b.
103. Thuc. 2.15.
104. See Boardman1985b, pls. 72,
73.
105. Oakley and Sinos 1993, p. 22.
106. Oakley and Sinos 1993, p. 23,
and n. 6. They cite the fourth-century
vase St. PetersburgHermitage St. 1791,
a red-figurelekanisby the Eleusinian

Painter,ARV2 1476, no. 3. Considerably
later on Kos an inscription(Sokolowski
1969, no. 177) explainsthat a local sanctuaryto Heraklescould be used as a
kind of cateringhall, with a klineto be
providedfor Herakleswho would be
representedvia his cult statue.The
wedding celebrantstherebybecome
parasitoiof the god, just as they were
in the much earlierAttic cults at Marathon and Kynosarges,discussedabove.
107. Durand, Frontisi-Ducroux,and
Lissarrague1989.
108. Bremmer1990; Slater 1999.
Such a kalosinscriptionappearson the
first black-figureflat-shoulderedhydrias
producedin the workshopof Timagoras
and paintedby the Taleides Painter,
discussedabove (p. 448, nn. 70-72).
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doubtthatthe productionof flat-shouldered
hydriaslikethoseby theAlkmene Groupincreaseddramatically
in the last thirdof the sixthcentury:
while only a handfulappeararound540, more than a hundredarepreservedfromthe lastquarterof the century,createdprimarilyin the workshops of the AntimenesPainterand the LeagrosGroup.'09Moreover,of
the 84 differentyouthsnamedaskalosonblack-figure
vaseslistedbyBeazley,
almosta third(25) occuron these sameblack-figurehydrias,some more
thanonce.110
This evidence,especiallythatthe earliestflat-shouldered
hydriasbearkalosinscriptions,suggeststhat the shapeand its conservative
black-figuredecorationareboundup, both in originand subsequentuse,
with the pederasticmoresof the symposium.Furthermore,
some youths
namedas kaloson black-figurehydriasarealsocitedon contemporaneous
red-figurecups."1
Shapirohasrecentlysuggestedthatsomeof the fountain-houseimagery that so often decoratesblack-figurehydriasmight be a kind of voyeuristic"soft-corepornography,"
where
creatinga fictionalreverse-world
womensometimesshowerin public,forsympoticcontext.112
Indeed,some
red-figurehydriascombineaneroticmainscenewitha depictionof a symposiumon the shoulder:youthscollectwaterat a fountain,watchedby an
older man, embellishedwith Megakleskalos,and symposiastsreclineon
the shoulder."3
Those hydriaswith subjectsotherthanthe fountainhouse
are alsowell suitedto a sympoticsetting:exampleswhererepetitionsin
shoulderandmainscenescreateparadigmsbetweenmortalanddivine,or
where repetitionslink parts of a narrative,reflect typical elements of
sympoticentertainmentanddiscourse.114
In sum, there is much evidence,sometimesindirect,to suggestthat
hydriaswerepartof the repertoryof shapesusedin symposia.

THE SOCIAL AND POLITICAL BACKDROP
What inspiredthisperiodof dynamiccreativityin the productionof hydrias
for symposiain the last thirdof the sixthcenturyin Athens?Forthe second andthirdquartersof the century,the deliberateselectionof Herakles
by Peisistratosfor his hero-analogueis frequentlycited as an explanation
forawidevarietyof iconographic
developments,
bynowwellknownthanks
to intensescholarlyinterestoverthepast30 years;discussionsbyBoardman
109. ABV266-269, 360-366; Paralipomena119, 164-165. The additions
in Burow 1989, p. 104, areincluded in
the total.
110. ABV664-678; Paralipomena
317-319.
111. E.g., the hydriain the manner
of the LysippidesPainterin Rimini,
ABV261, no. 36, andABV665, which
sharesthe kalosname "Automenes"
with the cup Florence 81601 by Oltos
(ARV2

64, no.96).

112. Shapiro2003, p. 97. Other
recent discussionsof the fountain-

housescenes(e.g.,Manakidou19921993)suggestthatthewomenrepresentedareeliteAthenianswhosecollectionof waterin hydriasis fictional,
or at mostlimitedto timesof ceremony
andritual;Manakidou
concludesthat
the shapeis usedfortransport
and
notesthe largenumberof hydrias
exportedto Etruria.
113.LondonB 159,ARV224, no.9;
Hoppin1919,vol.2, pp.360-361.A
secondexample,LondonE 161,ARV2
262, no.41, CVABritishMuseum3
[GreatBritain7], pl. 72:3,combinesa

mythicaltheme, Menelaos pursuing
Helen, and generic kalosand kale
inscriptionsin each field.
114. Poetryin the Theognidae,
widely acknowledgedas sympotic,
includes many examplesof mythical
paradigms(see Cobb-Stevens and
Figueira1995, p. 1; Levine 1985).
In Xenophon'sSymposion(11.1-7),
entertainersact out the story of the
wedding of Dionysos andAriadne;
this is just one examplefrom the literary symposiawhere storytellingis part
of the entertainment.
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and Shapiro are prominent in the literature.1"5One instance for which
Boardman has postulated a link between iconographic developments concerning Herakles and the political activities of Peisistratos is the appearance of the reclining scheme for Herakles' battle with the Nemean lion,
discussed extensively above in relation to both hydrias by the Alkmene
Group. In Boardman'sview, the appearance of the reclining scheme at
about 540, followed by many more examples of explicitly "human"wrestling moves after 520, is a (delayed) response to Peisistratos'searlier reorThe Sakoganization of the Panathenaiaand the accompanyingGames."116
nides cup, discussed above, thus provides an example in which the athletic
lion-fighter contrasts with the hoplite. Surely, to some degree, the focus
on Herakles and his patron Athena sharedby both of the Alkmene Group
hydrias is a by-product of the popularity engendered by the tyrant and
perhaps nurturedby his sons.
We can be even more precise when we look carefully at the last 30
years of the sixth century.The documented activities of Peisistratos'sdescendants, Hippias, his younger brother, Hipparchos, and Hippias's son,
Peisistratos the Younger,suggest a tremendously stimulating environment
for the visual expression of elite and civic identity, two phenomena closely
intertwined during Hippias's rule from 527 to 510. The issuing of coinage
stamped with the owl, work on the Temple of Olympian Zeus, and activity in the sanctuaryto Apollo Pythios, where Peisistratosthe Youngerdedicated the altar,were three such expressions."7In the Agora, the secondand third-generation tyrantsbuilt a villa-type structurewhere some scholarsbelieve they lived, a fountain house, and the Altar to the Twelve Gods."8
The stimulus was verbal as well as visual. Hipparchos patronized performers like Anakreon and Simonides, embellishedthe herms he set up throughout Attica with gnomic sayings, and added Homeric recitals to the Panathenaia.119 Each of these three Hipparchic undertakings involved traditional materialor at least traditionalcategories (Hipparchos'sproverbswere
his original creations rather than existing maxims)-lyric poetry, gnomic
wisdom, and epic-that also saw expressionin the elite activity of the symposium.120 The arts-sponsoring activities of Hipparchos had an impact
both in public and in private:gnomic wisdom, referencesto Homeric epic,
and the poetry of Simonides demonstrably crossed the boundary between
115.Boardman
1972,1975,1978,
1982,and1985a;andShapiro1989,
pp.157-163.
116.Boardman,
1975,p. 11.
117.Forthe inscription
of the dedicationto Apolloby theyoungerPeisistratos,seeMeiggsandLewis1988,
no. 11 (IG 12 761) andThuc. 6.54.6 for

a recordof Peisistratos
theYounger's
dedicationof boththisaltarandthat
to theTwelveGodsin theAgora.I
avoidmentioningPeisisdeliberately
trateanactivityon theAcropolis,becausescholarsarenot certainwhatthe

Peisistradids
fora
did,if anything;
recentdiscussionandsummaryof
the evidenceandinterpretations,
see
Hurwit1999,pp.105-121.
118.Fordiscussionandreferences
to buildingF,the Peisistratid
"villa,"
see Camp1994,pp.11-12;andShear
1995,pp.230-231.Miller(1995,
p. 224, n. 4) providesa longnoteon
the (small)degreeto whichthe PeisistratidAgorais publicspacewitha
functionsimilarto thatof a proper
agora.Shearmakesit clearthatthe
villamightwellhavebeenbuiltfor

Peisistratoshimself, correspondingto
his returnin 546 B.c.Papadopoulos
(2003, p. 296, n. 142) calls for a reexaminationof the evidence,believing
that the structuremay be a potter's
workshop.
119. Shapiro(1989, p. 125) provides an excellentdiscussionof the
sources([P1.] Hipparch.228b-229d)
and what they mean.
120. [P1.]Hipparch.228d-e. For the
role of gnomic wisdom, lyric, and epic
poetry in symposia,see Kurke1990;
Levine 1985; and Bowie 1990.
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andprivatesymposia.121
Thespaceof theAgorawasa
publicperformance
blendinglocus for civic and privateactivity,for it includedthe tyrants'
villa,a fountainhousesharedwith the demos,andthe tyrant'scivicaltar.
These Peisistratidactivitiesdid not merelyfuel artisticfiresin a generalway;we havestrikingevidenceof at leasttwo of theircontributionsthe buildingof fountainhousesandthe erectionof herms-on contemporaneousvases.Sucha correspondence
is extremelyrareduringthis period.

fromwell-knownsculptures
andarchitectural
"Quotes"
sculpture
appear

on vasesin the Archaicperiod,but eventhesearerelativelyuncommon.It

is fairto saythatPeisistratid
directinfluence
activityhadanuncommonly
on the imagerycreatedby Athenianvasepainters.
herms,"abearded
Shapirohasoutlinedthe wayin whichHipparchos's

headof Hermesatopa square
inAttica
pillarwitherectphallus,"
appeared

in 521-514.122 At this time, images of herms,in one case accompanied
by the inscription ITTTTAPXO
KAAOY,appear on a red-figure cup by the
we have a case in which public sculpture
Here,
then,
painter Epiktetos.123
enters the sphere of elite sympotic activity, replacing the proverbial inscription with a statement seen commonly on drinking vessels and one
that projects elite pederastic mores.
In a strikingly direct conjunction of a definite architecturalevent and
vase-painting imagery,black-figure hydriasby the Antimenes Painter and
others show maidens or youths collecting water at a fountain house, on
two occasions labeled "Kallirho?,"which is apparentlythe spring that fed
the Enneakrounos, a fountain house built by the Peisistratids.124 One of
these examples, now in London, is by the Lysippides Painter and possibly
potted by Andokides. The implication is that, almost immediately upon
the erection of the fountain house in the Agora, images of fountain houses
appeared on vases apparentlyused to hold water, perhaps collected from
that or similar fountain houses. In addition, Shapiro has hypothesized
121.Theognis:Levine1985;Homericreferences
to symposia:
Robb
Ruth1994,pp.27-34; forSimonides:
erford1996.ForSimonides'
apparent
hymn to Achilles (the "newSimonides"),severalscholarsmake suggestions as to where the elegy was first
performed;most places arepublicbut
one is private.Aloni (2001, pp. 101102) proposesthat the occasion for the
elegy was the constructionof a tomb
for those fallen in war,the construction
of the altarto Zeus Eleutherios,and
the establishmentof the quadrenniel
games, the Eleutheria,for a contest in
honor of those who died in battle. Boedeker(2001, p. 120, n. 2) determines
that a Panhellenicsetting, the Isthmian
Games, was the most likely venue,
while Rutherford(2001, p. 41, n. 38)
suggestsanotherPanhellenicsetting,

Delphi, at the dedicationof the serpent column. For the suggestionof a
private,sympotic setting, see Mace
2001, p. 202, n. 87, and p. 203. Hipparchosalso apparentlyinvited Anakreon to Athens, and althoughscholars
do not generallyfind evidenceof a civic
component in Anakreon'spoetry,the
poet certainlyinfluencedAthenian
vases designed for symposia;see Miller
1999.
122. Shapiro1989, p. 125.
123. Copenhagen 119,ARV2 75,
no. 59. See Shapiro1989, p. 126.
124. London B 331,ABV261,
no. 41; and Akr. 732, Graef and Langlotz 1925-1933, vol. 1, pl. 47. The conjunction of fountainhouse and label
appearsto confirmThuc. 2.15: the
Enneakrounosstood at the springKallirhoe nearthe sanctuaryto Dionysos

in the marshesof the Ilissos River.
The inscriptionreadsKAAIPEKPENE
[xor(X))(p6)jxpov1l].
For links between the building of
fountain houses and scenes on hydrias
of fetching water,see Burow 1989,
pp. 74-75; Travlos,Atbens,p. 204. Ferrari (2003, p. 49) suggeststhat fountain houses on hydrias,includingthose
with labels,referto the Kallirhoeof the
autochthonousAthenians.The images
may evoke the ancient fountain house
as well as the Peisistratidconstruction;
the architecturevariesin the images,
so the scenes cannot referto a single
construction.Building materialsand
masonryclamps date the southeast
fountainhouse in the Athenian Agora,
a second fountainhouse put up by the
tyrants,to 530-520 (Camp 1994,
p. 10).
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that the kalosinscription naming Hippokrates on the Lysippides Painter's
London fountain-househydriarefersto a descendantof Peisistratos,perhaps
the grandson of Hippias.125 Fountain houses recallingthe new construction
appearon black-figure hydrias dating after the inception of the red-figure
technique;the comparativelyold-fashioned artisticlanguagewas apparently
considered more suitable for expression of the new topic. The Lysippides
Painter, whose work is most specifically tied to the Peisistratid fountain
house, is the partnerof a trendsetter,the Andokides Painter,whose innovations are mirroredand even exceeded in the works of the Alkmene Group.
As established above, there is iconographical, inscriptional, and archaeological evidence linking hydrias to elite symposia. The hydria just
mentioned, which names Hippokrates as kalos,would find a fitting place
at a symposium. Several other hydrias,such as the name-vase of the Antimenes Painter, reflect pederastic mores in other ways, both visually and
with text: the fountain house is used as an outdoor shower by nude youths
and one adult male and is accompaniedby a kalosinscription.126 It is therefore quite likely that a visual reminder of the Peisistratid fountain-house
building embellished the setting at elite symposia. Moreover, it is possible
that the increased number of hydrias at this moment is a result of the
construction of the fountain houses. Such confluence, then, is a tangible
link between the public world of Peisistratidbuildings and statues and the
private world of elite conviviality; it serves as a visual corollary to the
Peisistratid-sponsored poetry and gnomic wisdom that also made its way
into symposia.These specific examples run parallelto the projected influence of large-scale pedimental sculpture on the compositions of the
Andokides Painter discussed above.
Both of the examples treated in detail here, the herm and the fountain
house, display unusually specific links between Peisistratid projects and
vase imagery,both in red-figure and black-figure. Such links lend credibility to hypothetical influences. For example, cults of Herakles, such as those
documented later at Kynosarges and Marathon, where parasitoi were the
dining companions of the hero, may have influenced the iconography of
the Alkmene Group's London hydria.127The celebration of these cults
would require water for mixing with wine and for food preparation,and
the London hydria,with its main scene of Herakles as monoposiast, may
therefore be self-reflecting in a general way. Once again, it is appropriate
to note the unusual labeling of Alkmene in this scene: does her presence,
emphasizing Herakles'mortal aspect,perhapslend credibilityto the Peisistratid-Herakles association?
125.Shapiro1980;thereis no indeforhis attractive
pendentverification
andplausibletheory.
van
126.Leiden,Rijksmuseum
OudhedenPC 63;ABV266,no. 1;
Burow 1989, p. 74, no. 11. Burow

the
(1989,pp.74-75) summarizes
on fountainhousesas
scholarship
watersourcesandas showerswith
Note alsothatthe
eroticovertones.

name"Hipparchos"
appearson a blackfigurehydriaof the samedate,but
a chardepictingAmazonsharnessing
iot andHeraklesandthe lion:WiirzABV667.
burgL 310,unattributed,
mentions(1.19.3)
127.Pausanias
thatthereis an altarto Alkmeneat
butthereis no evidencefor
Kynosarges,
it as earlyas the sixthcentury(Shapiro
1989,p. 161).
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CONCLUSION
In the last third of the sixth century,the activities of political leaders created an atmosphere of cultural, and often visual, stimulation that had a
very direct impact on the shapes and imagery of vases. This is demonstrably true for those vases createdin and aroundthe workshop of the Andokides/Lysippides painters and the Antimenes Painter.These political leaders' specific interests in Herakles and in Athena, demonstrated both in
ancient sources and by modern scholarship,yield results clearlypresent in
the two vases that are the focus of this study.If Peisistratid actions affecting the landscape of Athens and Attica are reflected in vase imagery,it is
plausible that these leaders'general interest in Athena and Herakles, possibly in cults of the hero, lay behind the appearance of new scene types
involving both figures.Similarly,Peisistratidsponsorshipof fountain houses
may have contributed to the new prominence of a water vessel, the black-

128.MeiggsandLewis1988,p. 20.
129.Miller(1999,p. 253) describes
the cross-dressing
thataccompanied
the appearance
of"Anakreon"
on Athenianvasesas a "strategy
forcopingwith
eliteanxieties."

figure hydria.
Another set of factors might have played a general role in the creative
dynamic as well: the last third of the sixth century is clearly a period when
the interests of the tyrants, other elites, and the demoswere sometimes
merged yet inevitably on a collision course. Elites such as Miltiades and
Kleisthenes, the eventual author of the democratic reforms in 508/7, were
eponymous archons in 525/4 and 524/3, while Peisistratos the Younger
succeeded both of them, probablyin 522/1.128These events were followed
by the assassination of Hipparchos in 514 and Kleisthenes' reforms a few
years later. Such political tensions and their impact on elite institutions,
including the conviviality accompanying cult, weddings, and private entertainment, must have invited innovation and excitement. Such responses
are features clearly apparentin the Alkmene Group's London and Reading hydrias.129
The reappearanceof the Reading hydria has provided a valuable opportunity to understand the interplay of developments within the vasepainting milieu. We see how Athenian vases reflect their social, political,
and artistic contexts: the hydria assumes a new importance. Innovation
was not limited to painters who employed the new red-figure technique.
Instead, a broad, interconnected complex, motivated by tumultuous and
significant externalevents, affected developments in shape, technique, iconography,and the interplay of scenes on a single vessel.
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